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Some Classroom Projects and Activities on Energy Production and Conservation
Harry T. Roman Environmental Engineer
(from Exploring Energy & Alternative Energy Technologies and Issues: Resource Guide for the Gifted
Middle and High School Classroom, 2010, Gifted Education Press)
1) What is the history of energy consumption and the range of energy sources the United States has used since it started as a nation?
Can your students name the basic energy sources our country uses, and also for what purposes? This is a most interesting exercise to
do. Much can be learned from visiting the Energy Information Administration at http://www.eia.doe.gov/ and looking through the
various statistics there. It might be possible to construct a graph or chart that shows when the various energy sources started to be used
and when they might have been phased out. How much of all this energy use is now attributable to alternate energy forms? When will
a significant amount come from them? What are some of the barriers with changing the nation’s mix of energy sources it uses? How
might these barriers be overcome?
2) Have your gifted students do some research and compile a chart showing the energy content of different fuels, on a common basis
like Btu/lb. Here are the fuels they should have shown in their chart:
MWood MCoal MNatural Gas MPropane MGasoline MOil MNuclear
Point out that coal itself has several different types, such as lignite, sub-bituminous, bituminous, and anthracite. Also show that fuel
oils come in different grades as well from heavy oils to light oils to gasoline and kerosene.
3) We have a wonderful national infrastructure that delivers natural gas to our homes, and oil products to us for heating, and gasoline
for our cars. How does the oil and gas get from the wells to our homes and gas stations? How does a refinery work, and how do the
engineers know what kinds of oil fuels to make at what time of the year? How are these infrastructures repaired after they age or
become damaged in a storm like when hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans and knocked out some refineries?
4) One of my favorite ways to visualize energy is the venerable matchstick. A wooden matchstick is just about one (1) Btu when it
burns. Use this unit of measure to have your gifted students try and visually construct something to see how much energy this
represents. For instance, a peanut butter and jelly sandwich when eaten will provide about 1000 Btu to power the human body. How
big a pile of matchsticks would this energy represent? A gallon of fuel oil contains about 138,000 Btu. How big is that pile of
matchsticks? By the way, a box of matchsticks may contain 50 or 100 matchsticks. So use a little math and mentally pile up those
boxes to see how much energy various fuel sources contain!
5) Just what is the definition of a “Btu”? How do scientists and engineers measure energy? What are the differences between energy
and work and heat? Have the students look back in history to discover some of the great names in this area…the scientists, engineers,
inventors, and businessmen who first turned ideas and theories into energy saving devices and machines we use every day. How about
a big time line on the wall of the classroom to show how all these folks and their discoveries and inventions fit together?
6) Have your students survey their own homes and energy use habits to identify the ways they use energy and perhaps what fuel form
they use it in. Here are some examples to get the investigative work underway:
MFamily Car gasoline MKitchen Appliances electricity MCooking Food natural gas MHeating the House natural gas, or oil, or
propane, or electricity
After the students identify the various methods and uses of energy, make some pie charts that look at: How many student homes use
oil or natural gas or electricity for home heating? How many homes use oil, or natural gas, or electricity for heating their water? Work
in some discussion on statistics too!
7) What changes to our lifestyles would result in energy savings and reduced use of fossil fuels? How likely is this to occur? Why
don’t people use more mass transit? Is everyone in the class ready to change their lifestyle to save energy? What are the pros and cons
on this topic?

8) Using activity 1) above, can the students also look at other countries and their energy use to see what similarities and differences are
likely to be evident. For instance, how does France differ from the U.S, or maybe Spain, and Germany? Do the countries have the
same social/environmental concerns? France uses much more nuclear energy than the U.S. Why?
9) What is likely to happen to the world energy situation, especially oil, when China and India progress up the curve to modernization
and their huge economies need a continual supply of fuel resources? China and India combined have a population that is about 10
times that of the U.S. Discuss what impacts will be felt and what actions might be taken by various countries to address this new and
intense competition.
10) How will computers help us monitor and save energy? This is the right technology to come along at just the right time for our
energy future. How do companies use computers today to control their energy use? How might your gifted students use these
computer techniques to design an energy saving and monitoring system for the school? What do they envision checking and
monitoring on a regular basis so as to control daily energy consumption? Let them express their ideas in diagrams and pictures. Have
them design an energy smart house using advanced computer technology.
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